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COVER: The Au Yeung name may be as famous as the Dior name one
of these days. Philip Au Yeung, the winner of last year's Fashion Design
Competition sponsor�d by the Chamber, is now half-way through his two
year course at the New York Fashion Institute of Technology一and every
thing indicates that he is going to make a name for himself in his chosen
field. Not only is he extremely talented - as the cover and center page
sketches show — but during this one short year, he has also managed to
produce a remarkably good academic record, and built-up experience by
free-lancing for one of New York's top designers.

血ormauon,

Hong Kong Trade Develop
Co皿cil has brought to
attention that a new edition
'70 is due to be published
Members can
future editions
f6.ce at HK$6
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Union House, ,August

In our own little way,
wdve helped solve one of man's
complex problems.

－..

Suchas

Postage Meters, Addresser- Printers, Folders, lnserters,
Counters & Imprinters, Scales, Mailopeners, Collators, Copiers .

回Pitney-Bo-wee
�

＠）華逗咭芒!NESS MACHIN冨S
SINCERE INSURANCE BUILDING

Tolepho,M: H-743321
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One might朊forgiven for thinking
"Let us remember that it is probably
that the developed nations suoh as the the most important dependent terri
United States and United Kingdom tory governed from Westminster. We
�·ve no problems- worth speaking of, are responsiible for it.
,.,hen compared with, say, some Asian
"If we go into these negotiations
(i.e. for the Common Market) it is for
nations.
But obviously one would be us to maintain our responsibility and
wrong. The USA is apparently on to see that Hong Kong gets a fair deal
the verge of national disaster because in Europe. If Hong Kong were a
some of its citizens choose to save backward country we could probably
the odd dollar by buying competitive make an easy arriangement.
"It may be that they can climb over
ly priced imports rather than domes
a 15 per .cent general tariff, and if
tically produced goods.
Likewise, we all know that the UK they do so, well and good; but it is still
has had balance of payment problems, our duty to see that they get a fair
although, to the direct observ·er, this deal and that the result of their ability
appears to have little reflection in the to create and develop their own teriri
tory is not thrown aside."
standard of living of British people.
Sir John Cowperthwaite, the Finan
The link is that both countries are
seeking similar answers to their prob cial Secretary, has received assurances
lems. The United States seeks to from Her Majesty's Gov,ernment that
impose quotas on imported goods, 'it would make every effort to protect
while the UK seeks admission to the the Commonwealth's position during
Common Market, which could also negotiations for Britain's entry into
巴ake life more difficult for our ex- the Common Market'.
We wonder what this r,eally means?
rters.
So Hong Kong has its problems It is difficult to imagine HMG publicly
too. But it can be·galling to think stating that it would 叩t try to safe
that one may be penalised simply guard the Commonweal出's position.
It wbuld have been... gratifying to
because one has been successful.
The Earl of Selkirk put the case for have received a somewhat more speci
Hong Kong very fairly in a recent fie ,assurance from HMG. For all we
尪ow, it appears that Hong Kong may
Parliamentary debate.
"Here you have, in point of fact, an he regarded exactly as some of ,the
economic miracle; a combination of larger and more developed parts of the
British and Chinese genius that has Commonwealth, for which Britain long
produced something where nothing ago disclaim函any meaningful politi
cal responsibility.
existed before.
P. G. Williams; Secretary: J. B. Kite;
Chairman:
Chairman: G. M. B. Salmon; Vice
Assistant Secretary: R. T. Griffiths; Business Promotion: S. L. Chung, W. S. Chan,
A. Chung, P. Choy, Miss C. Fung; Certification: A. C. C. Stewart, F. M. Castro,
W. K. F. Wang, C. T. Wu, H. Cheng; Public Relations: Harry Garlick, Lee Sherard;
Membership: C. Tsang; Office Supervisor: V. Wong.

Plain man's guide to U.S. quotas
，

The Chartered has the business of
exports and imports tied up

For Hong Kong, the proposed legislation on import quotas being con
sidered by the US Government could result in a set hack to trade not only
with the USA, but also — as the results of a "trade war" - with markets
throughout Europe. However, the current situation does not call for panic
ion and the possible effect of quotas is still surrounded by many'ifs'and
·outs'. Furthermore, at this stage the .facts of the situation are likely to
change from week :to week. To try to clear up some of the confusion sur
rounding the US moves, we, give an account of the situation a'S it is at time
of going to press (mid-August).

Will the move to bring in quotas
affect Hong Kong?
Alm'Ost certainly. But it must be
emp匾ized that the Bill propo'Sing
quotas is not yet law, but merely in
the drafting a逼voting stage. It
seems likely, however, that the Bill
in some form - but not necessarily
its present form - will become law.

Beautifully.

But that's what makes The Chartered more
than- just a bank. We're a service. We know
the Southeasf Asian market. Y our market.
For your exports. Imports, too.
Our branches all over Southeast Asia take a
deep interest in the economy of the host
country. Our staff collect and disseminate

information that can make all the difference
between a bad deal and a good one. For your
good. We've a whole range of facilities to
offer to exporters and importers. That and
a fund of useful knowledge of South East
Asia and Hong Kong. That's a beautiful
situation to be in.

之
s_
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THE CHARTERED BANK
You see our crest in a lot of places

If the President refuses to sign the
Bill, is that the end of the matter?
No. The Ifill then goes back to
Congress for reconsideration and it
must be re-passed by a two-thirds
majority. At that stage the Presi
dent must sign it. All Mr. Nixon
can buy from a refusal i'S time. But
time, of course , meanis time for
political negotiation 皿d set>ond
thoughts.
Will all Hong Kong textiles be
4:
affected?
Virtually all, and particularly man
m逼es, wool and mixtures. Cotton,
which is covered by separate inter
national agreements is theoretically
exempt, but the position is by面
mea幽 clear when it comes to gar
ments made from cotton or cotton
mixtures. The garment trade is es
pecially vulnerable since lClS't year
garments exports to the U.S. ac
counted for 90 per cent of our total
textile exports to the U.S.A., and
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What sections of Hong Kong .industry
could be affe邙ed?
At the moment the Bill has been
drafted by the House of Represen:ta
」ives Ways and Mearis Com而ttee
so as to afject specificially the
textiles and the footwear i軍恤tries.
The Bill also cont頃ns provision that
could affect other industries. When
Congress reassembles in September,
it must be voted on by both the
House of Representatives and the
Se血te. The Ho磾 will probably
vote on the Bill under a'no amend
ment'rule that will precl画e叨
alteration. But ft is though possible
that the Senate may try to amend
it by including specific products of
other industries. President Nixon
must, however, approve the Bill

before it becomes law, and he has
画d that he will not sign it if it
refers to items other t硒textiles.

，

D

Send

30 per cent of our textile exports
world-wide.
How about
ducts?

footwear

and

other

In general, the provisions of the Bill
that apply to textiles also appe邙 to
apply to footwear. The parts of the
Bill that apply to other industries do
not necessarily provz'de for the im
position of quotas-, but simply for
restrlctive action, which mi,ght, for
instance,_ take the form of higher
tariffs.
Outside textiles 叩d footwe叭the
Bill leave<s a lot of dzscretzonary
1
power in the hands of the President,
and the procedures involved in im:
plementing this power 邱 somewhat
complex. But steel, rubber goods
and electrical and electronic pro
ducts have all been mentioned as
possible targets阮restrictive ation.
Hong Kong would be affected by
restrictions on the latter two, but at
this stage it seems unlikely that
quotas will be impoised on them.
The Bill a板o contai兩 a concession
affecti'ng chemical'S and one or tw'o
other items, but these are of little
interest to Hong Kong.

Our way is experienced.
Our way is efficient.
Our way is dependable.
Our way is equipped to carry
container, reefer, liquid, bulk,
palletized or break bulk cargo.
Our way is between the U.S.,
Far East and around the world.
Going our way?

How will quotas be determined?

American President Lines
。
ffices & Agents in principal cities throughout the world.

If quotas take the form you have
outlined, to what extent could our
textile trade suffer?
It's- too soon to say. The important
point, of course, is not how much
we export, but how much we
earn in Hong Kong Dollars by
exporting. Hy trading-up,, we could,
there/ore, possibly m頃ntain our level
of earnings, even though the yardage
or number of items exported may
be held down. Whether or no,t we
can trade-up, is very much a matter
for the individual company to de
cide. The real danger is not so
much the likelihood of an absolute
drop in export earnings, but a
stifling of our rate of growth. The
rate of growth is in many ways the
crux point of the whole problem.
From Hong Kong's point of view,
are there any favourable aspects to
the Bill?
Certainly. As we have stressed, the
Bill is not yet law and favourable
alterations could be written in be
fore it becomes law. Secondly, there
are·likely to be several 'escape
clauses'that could operate in Hong

8
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This is the crunch question, and no
one yet knows the fi呻l answer. In
the case of textiles and footwear, the
Bill at presen1t says that quotas,
which will start in 1971, will be by
countr y and by category, and will
be based on the average imports

within these limits during 1967,
1968 and 1969. After 1971, quotas
will allow for some year-by-year
growth in imports, but any increase
will be geared to growth in dema,辺
in US domestzc consumption. If,
of course, US consumption declin
ed, there could in theory also be a
reduction

Ch.amber News
，

Kong's favour. Official U.S. spokes
men have stressed that the efjects
of the Bill will in practice be m1uch
less restrictive than they seem in
print. Some indeed have cal,led it
the most liberal trade bill ever.
What are these'escape clauses'?
Firstly, a voluntary agreement be
tween the U.S.A. and an exporting
nation such as Hong Kong would
take precedence over the imposition
of quota'S.
Will Hong Kong negotiate?
This depends primarily on Govern
ment, as advised by, for instance,
the Textiles Advisory Board. Gov
ernme· n1t為of course, watching the
situation closely and is in touch with
the U.K. Governm·ent, and other
affected parties. , Obviously, a de
cision to negotiate, and - more
importantly - on what terms to
negotiate, would be taken only if
there seemed to be an advantage in
doing so.
Are there any other'escape dauses'?
Definitely. The Bill is likely to
leave a great deal of power in the
hands of the President to be used
at his discretion. Apart from
conducting negotiations on volun
tary restraint, he can also, for
example, waive quotas for any

p,roduct from any co磾try if it did
not disrupt U.S. m邙kets or if
supply of articles from domestir:·
sources is in�uffioient to meet
demand at reasonable prices. It is
impossible to say how this而ght
be interpreted or whether it could
affect Hong Kong.
Taking all points into account, does
the Chamber believe Hong Kong will
suffer?
Our crystal ball is no better t硒
the next m画s. But experience of
similar crises suggests that Hong
Kong's adaptability will help it to
come through reasonably unscathed.
But this does not lessen the need
for being alert and pl皿ning ahead.
What can the individual company do?
Keep, itself硒rmed and p
ahead. Companies with a 聶·ge
investment iJn man�mades, wool and
garments are advised to study care
fully legislation when it is pubUshed,
and to fallow its progress through
Congress. They will, of course,
keep in close touch with customers,
agents, etc. in the States, and seek
their advic(i'.. We have alre函y
mentroned the
possibilities of
planning
Forward
tra必i�g-up.
deczswns on commitment of capital
must obviously be carefully thought
through. There is yet no need for
panic or precipitate action.
10

口 The Chamber is planning to
sponsor a mission to the United King
dom in October/November of this
year. It will have the full cooperation
, and support of Chambers of Com
erce in London, Birmingham and
、other trade centers in England. The
bject of the·mission will be the
fostering of two..way trade.
Fourteen members have already
indicated their interest in participating.
Other members who wish to join,
should apply to the Chamber before
the end of August.

、。

口 A few days remain for members
to put in their order for this year's
Chamber Christmas Card. Circulars
wHh samples of the card have been
sent to all members, but a sample can
also be seen at the Chamber.

r、

口 During July, the Business店o
motion Department dealt with 1,318
enquiries for importers and exporters
and handled 66 trade complaints. The
Department a1so issued or·endorsed
197 letters of introduction for memhs to various overseas trade organi
sat10ns.

□ The Exports su·b-com,mittee met
on July 23rd to review the operation
of the Punched Card trade enquiries
system. At that time, they approved
the extension of the system to cover
20 major ·export markets by the
addition of Japan, Singapore, Taiwan,
South Africa, Malaysia, Republic of
Viet..Nam, Thailand and Indonesia to
the existing 12 markets. The Com
mittee also approved the compilation
of
a
comprehensive "Exporter/

Manufacturer Member Record". Any
member who has not already been ask
ed to submit up-to-date details for this
record should contact S. L. Chung
immediately.
口 Forty-four French students, spon
sored lby the Paris Cham比r of
Commerce and French Ministry of
Education, visited the Chamber on
July 6th as part of an economic and
social study tour of the Far East. They
were briefed on Hong Kong's
economy and the work of the Cham
ber. On a follow-up visit, the students
discussed marketing in Hong Kong
with executive Chamber staff.
口 A "following-up progress" mee血g
for present and immediate past holders
of Chamber scholarships was held on
July 31st. Eight scholars attended.
After being briefed on the work of the
Chamber, they talked of their care·er
progre,ss to date. Six, who had finish
ed their studies and were working, all
appeared to have done well in finding
suitable positions in their chosen
field. Of the other two, one past
scholarship holder Vjas still in
Graduate School in Busmess Adminis
tration while another h油won a grant
to study Marketing at Keio University
in Japan.
．．
..
D A fam山ansat1on V1s1t to the
Cham區for new m·embers was held
on August 6th. More than 40 new
members attended. This was the
second of such visits to氐organised
recently by the membership depart
ment.
11

Fashionline New York,

sketches from Philip au Yeung

，

矗

Pick of the Press
Reprinted from Commerce
International, London

，

The New Freedoms
T扁article, by John B
peared·in the
magazine of the London
Commerce. Some of the
rnade·in the final paragraph,
'ways in which Chambers
can contribute to a greater
ali琿ion of business, 年
tised by the Hong Kong
our reception of overseas
meimbers receive 叩
reception when overse画
interested to he邙 from
having constructive
ways in which overseas
or even our own Chamber
help smooth their ovrseas
One of the most irrita血gof modern
assumptions is出e idea出at, lead by
student disciples of the permissive
society, we are escaping from the re
pr:essions of the Victorian age into a
new era of broadening liberty. In fact,
ou,r great-grandfathers enjoyed and
exploited a !range of personal and com
mercial freedoms which our great
grandchildren may still be fighting to
recover.
Ever since 1945 we have been pain
fully picking up the old threads of na
tural liberty. Aid叫by gradual pro
gression in GATT and stimulated by
such occasional spurts of political de
cision as Marshall Aid and the Euro
pean Common Mar!ket, we are groping
our way back to a situation in whioh
businessmen may be able to taike a
ticket and go where the hell they like.
International trade can比harnessed
to a wide range of constructive pur
poses. As men and women m all

countries enjoy easier access to more
and cheaper material goods, profound
reforms will result in many sectors of
communal and individual haibit an
thinking.
Every businessman is potentially an
ambassador, a student, a teacher, a
reporter and a publicist. More and
m叩e of them are moving aibout the
world and by now must surely be the
largest single sector of personal in
ternational communication.
Do they content themselves with in
terviewing the agent, securing the or
der, signing the contract, investigating
the complaint? Or do they also make
the best of their growing opportuni
ties for contributing to the longer-term
growth of world trade by enlarging in
ternational understanding and making
practical contributions to the need for
interchange of views and experience?
At the 24th Congress of the Federa
tion of Commonwealth Oham:bers
of Commerce held in Hong Kong last
May, the Federation Secretariat touchQ))
ed on the possibility that Chambers'
of Commerce can make a unique and
notable contribution to deeper inter
national understanding based on the
material requirements of modern
world trade.
Organic lnstitutio,ns
With the "socialisation" of busi
nes-s, exemplified by the mounting con
cern with environmental pollution,
Chambers, of Commerce are moving
into a most responsible and influential
position becaus·e, unlike many other
representative organisations constituted
14

on some arbitrary basis of special
缸ade interest or activity, ,Chambers
are organic institutions made up of
坷siness and professional people in
,_ Ltems corresponding to their na
tural local setting. The宦eat pro
blem of sophisticated communities is
to·ensure not only that governments
are, responsive to the wishes and needs
of the governed加t also出at there
are adequate, sufficiently sensitive
means of two-way communication to
make sur·e that -essential messages are
promptly passed and readily under
stood.
Wider Use
Chambers of Commerce have the
central organisations and the direct
access to a very wide spread of mem
bership which can guarantee·such
communication with and for almost
every business community in the free
world.
The International Chamber of
0mmerce opens its doors and com
呻tee rooms to companies and or
ganisations including individual and
associated Chambers fr.om•every part
of the world. The Bureau of Cham
bers of Commerce maintains liaison
on a world l,evel between Chambers
of Commerce in all member countries�
and the Federation of Commonwealth
Chambers of Commerce has special
links ,with the UK and with numerous
local Chambers.
Anyone who can see the business
?pportunities in growth through change
m global terms can also appreciate the

、

resources of ,assistance, information
and introduction potentially available
in this interlocking structure of the
world Chamber of Commerce organi
sation.

Perhaps the time has come to ex
plor,e that potential with an eye on
the possibility of some conscious co
ordination for wider use. Some sort
of international Chamber of Com
merce temporary membership, an
,arrangement for basic office and secre
tarial facilities for visitors. to major
Chambers throughout the world, an
"open" house, on prior application, at
appropriate Chamber functions which
might be interesting to overseas
visitors, and bett沉 systems of draw
ing on the personal experience of
members returning from overseas
travels for the .general benefit of Cham
ber coUeagues could all widen the
scope and value of Chamber of Com
merce activities over and above the
normal services of overseas trade pro
motion and ma,rket repo廿s which are
already a m·ajor feature of most
Chambers'activities.
As soon as the basic framework of
welcome and access is improved one
can depend on the ordinary commer
cial acumen of international business
men to prroduce proposals for further
uses and facilities. The gener,al sug
gestion for greater use of the Inter
national Chamber network thrown out
at the Commonwealth Federation
Congress could well be taken as•a hint
that this particular work of far-sighted
commercial charity could well begin
at home - and at once.
15

Polishing the Chamber's Image
A look at Public R�_lations Department
Household
insurance 1s the
sort of thing many
people don't realise
q
we're involved in.
They seem to think we only insure
international shipping lines and other
giant businesses. We do of course;
but we're involved in insurance on a
much more personal level as well. From
the house you live in and·your wife's
jewellery, to your family car and your children's
future…whatever it is, your insurance is backed
by our size and experience. So, although we're a
big company offering security to other big companies,
we'reialso very
much geared to care
a lot about
the personal things
you care a lot about,
too. Call us first.
—。,--,.
郿云一""""""""""' ' r、直云:::-···
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what repercussions it could have for
Hong Kong E�porters. An appoint
moot is set for the afternoon.
10:00 a.m. -Harry Garlick won
ders when those 10,000 booklets,
which the Department prepared to
promote Hong Kong and The Cham
ber to overseas businessmen, will be
in 一 the printer promised 12:00
Noon'at the latest'.
11: 00 a.m. The Cham區's new
advertisement is ready. The account
executive comes over with a proof.
The advertisement is approved and
a discussion ensues on when and in
what publication it will make its de
but.
The Department advertis,es in lo
A PRO's Day
caHy published --joumals circulated in
To better understand the work of Hong Kong's overseas markets. It
this Department at the Chamber, let's also advenises in the special supple
take a look at a normal day in the直e ments and editions featuring Hong
Kong, published by new叩apers and
of this PRO and his assistant.
9:00 a.m. 一硨is calm in the magazines in the U.S., U.K. and other
office. The day's newspapers are scan countries.
12:05 p.m. 一The department
""d quiolcly for any news which画鄱
1cem Hong Kong's trade and com wo·rtks. quietly. An article is. !being pre
merce - or any画des which were pared for the ne�t BuHetin, and the
preparied and這eased by the D叩art 鈾ishing touches are made on a draft
of a !booklet for mem园s describing
ment the day before.
9:30 a.m. - The telephone rings. the services whioh the Cha,mber
ffers.
It's the business'editor of凸e Star.
"Oh, hello Raymond, what can I do
2:30 p.m. - A Trade Mission
for you? Well, if the U.K. does join arrives at the Chamber to·discuss
the Common Market, I think Hong business opportunities in Hong Kong.
The Department has made arrange
Kong ...."
This is the third time this week this ments for members to talk to the press
later, and the Chamber's photographer
question has been asked.
9:45 a.m. 一 The telephone rings is at the meeting to "cover" the event.
again. It is RTV this time asking
Still no booklets.
whether it can co,me to intervi婢 some
4:30 p.m. 一The last hand is
one a:bout the U.K. dook strike and shaken and the Mission leaves. Harry

"Public Relations" is a very elusive
and highly adaptable term. Used
loosely and with some imagination, it
r.-AV be interpreted in an almost endless
(. .iety of ways.
A Public Relations Officer (跟0)
is often asked, "What is it that you
really do?" -well, it obviously de
pends a great deal on who and what
kind of an organisation he works for.
At the Chamber, the Assistant Se
cretary in charge of the Public Rela
tions Department is Harry Garlick,
and with one executive assistant, Lee
Sherard, he is the Department.
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東亞遼艮5子
ROAD CENTRAL,
Tel: H-240051
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THE BANK OF EAST ASIA, LTD.
KONG

Garlick immediately starts working on
a press story about the Mission, and
the new businesses they are interested
:.-, starting in Hong Kong. The story
_._11 be sent out to all local news
media via the Government Informa
tion Services first thing the next
mormng.
The PRO growls
4:45 p.m.
under his breath一"Where are those
. . . . . . booklets?"
Just then the booklets arrive and
are stacked in three big piles in the
ffice.
The other Chamber
5:00 p.m.
staff begin to pack up for the night.
Harry Garlick and Lee leaf through
the booklets in silence.
The silence lengthens and darkens.
Then, "Oh, the idiots!" After nursing
the publication from the first line to
the last period, from each of the
successive steps of the artwork and
design done by a well-known adver
— until finally it seemed
, sing agency
、t the Chamber had turned out
something it could be rather proud of
— all
those hours of rethinking,
revising, proof reading and now this
arrives? Everything is fine, but for
reasons best known to themselves, the
printers had put all the covers on
upside down!
5:30 p.m. It's too late to get in
touch with the printer.
So another normal day for the
Chamber's Public Relations Depart
ment draws to a close.
The Public Relations Department
for an organisation like the Chamber
definitely has many built-in hazards.

—
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There are so many toes that can be
stepped on by "The spokesman for the
Chamber" (which is Harry Garlick's
alter ego).
One problem that he finds par
ticularly aggravating is the assumption
that a PR man's only duty is to feed
information to the press, or to prevent
them from gaining access to informa
tion.

PRESSure
"In some cases confidence must of
course be preserved. It's in no-one's
interests — including the journalist
himself — to spoil a delicate set of
negotiations, for example, by issuing
a premature sto:fy," he says.
''!Most PR men probably spend
between nil and one per cent of their
time covering-up for their employer.
On the other hand, they probably
spend up to ten or more per cent of
their time trying to persuade their
employers to be more forthcoming."
The press is not the only medium
of communication a PRO must deal
with, and in many cases the press is
not even the major vehicl(,j for a public
relations project. At the Chamber for
example much more time is spent on
the production of publications than on
press relations.
Nonetheless, when press or TV re
porters'ask meaningful questions, the
Department tries its氐st to answer,
either personally, or by putting the
journalist in touch with ,a suitable
specialist. Sometimes, however, there
just isn't an answer to the question
that has been asked.
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Not everyone
would go for our fabulous food
Everyone loves babies, and we're no exception. We take
great care of them before, during and after the flight.
But we don't expect them to appreciate the fact that
Air-India offers exciting food for the grown-ups
What they want is a nice mushy beef dinner followed by
strained prunes and a hefty drink of milk.

，

Baby food. And baby food is what Air-India has for babies.
With a comfy cot to sleep it off in afterwards
They can also have a fan to play with and a magazine or
two to rip to pieces.
Who are we to argue?
In twenty years time they could be our best customers.

Turning to publications, for a two
man show, theDepartment turns out a
lot in sheer bulk. On a regular basis
to keep members informed, there
, the two fortnightly 扛ade publications, ,the Bulletin, the Annual Re
port and the membership恥It also
frequently sends out stories to the
local press concerning Chamber acti
vities, and comments on various as
pects of Hong Kong's oommer
cial scene. Moreover, the Depart
ment expects to be star.ting a regular
Hong Kong n 蚵sletter for distribution
to ov-erseas Cham沅rs of Commea.-ce
soon.
Recently, the Department has turn
ed out (well, ,almost -turned out) a
booklet describing business oppor
tunities in Hong Kong for overseas
businessmen. It is also in the process
of updating a handbook describing the
Chamber's services to members.
From time to time, the Department
also produc邙 other special brochures,
"r example, a booklet on careers for
(
,duates, which it published a, t the
request of ,the H.K. University Ap
pointments'Board.
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Over 37 years ol llyin& experience

Honekon& Hilton Hotel, Hong Kone
Tel: H-222131
The Peninsula Hotel. Kowloon
Tel: K-660377

Tsang, to be'chief cook and bottle
washer'for the FCCC Congress.
With hardly roo-m for a breath in
between, he helped organise the ban
quet which the Chamber gave in hon
our of the International PressInstitute
Assembly.
However, these activities are rather
special and occur infrequently. Far
more oft.en the Department finds it•self
involved in an unexpected flurry of
activity over·situations which sudden
ly arise in ot缸Departments of the
Chamber.

Ubiquito,us

When the Business Promotion De
partment has VIiP visitors it must en
t,ertain, when the Certification De
partment ch皿ges its documents, when
a new Chamber scholarship is to be
awarded, when membership rises
sharply—the Public Relations De
partment is involved in it all, in one
way or another.
Recently, when the Business Pro
motion Department was flooded with
hundreds of letters from U.S. secre
taries asking about job .oppo•rtunities
in Hong Kong, the Public Relations
Special Activities
Department, both mem區s, found
themselves combing the magazine
The Department gets involved in stands in ,the back alleys searching for
all sorts of other activities too. For the magazine containing the article
example, H 碩y Garlick found himself which started it by painting a glow
sitting on the Committee for this year's ing picture of Hong Kong as the In
Hong Kong Ready-to-Wear Festival, Place for those who wanted to work
which was a very pleasant duty indeed. a little and play a lot.
He was also�apped, together with
"Whoever the author is, she's ob
the energetic Assistant Secr-etary of the viously a thwarted fiction writer,"
Membership Department, Clement grumbles·Harry G詛ick.
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How not to_get lost
doing business 1n Australia
For years, the Bank of New South Wales through our International Division 一 has been
helping Australian businessmen with information
and contacts when they go abroad.
The same service operates-in reverse.
We also assist oversea businessmen who want
to have dealings m Australia.
The help is the same - information and,
more importantly, personal contacts.
We are the oldest and biggest commercial
bank in Australia. We are everywhere throughout
Australia and we know almost everyone.

Each year thousands of oversea companies
ask for our拖拉·
Australia 1s a big country. You could waste
a lot of time in Sydney when the man you really
want to see 1s m Perth-anq that's over 2,590
expensive miles away.
Before you come, write to us. We'll give you
the right directions and make sure you don't get
lost. For the right contact just drop a line to
Edwin L. Carthew, Chief Manager, International
Division, Bank of New South Wales, 341 George
Street, Sydney 2,000, Australia.

The bank that knows Australian business best.

BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
1,200 oflices throughout Australia, New Zealand, Papua, New·Guinea, Fiji, Nauru and three in London.

l'i62�K/HK
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